
Blackpool FC Community Trust
Physical Education Support 

Moor Park Report – Autumn Term
The Programme

Supported by PL Primary Stars, the programme aims to enhance the offer of sporting opportunities for young people 
in Blackpool, whilst also educating and supporting teachers in delivering best practice procedures to up skill and 

inspire all to get involved in high quality PE delivery within schools.

Background 
Across the autumn term, seven teachers have benefitted from PE support from BFCCT staff. The provision ranged 

from gymnastics to athletics, with 100% of staff feeling their subject knowledge had improved. A bespoke CPD 
workshop was also delivered in the school, working with eight welfare staff to give them more ideas of lunch-time 

activities. 

Impact  
Evaluation support sheets demonstrate how positive and valued the teachers in Moor Park Primary School found the 

provision. 100% of teachers felt their confidence, ability to demonstrate, understanding of how to differentiate a 
task and assess students capabilities had improved.

The Next Step
All teachers showed a desire to receive further support through the CPD workshops the Community Trust offer – this 

will further continue the great effect the programme has in delivering high quality physical education lessons in 
Blackpool schools.

For more information about Blackpool FC Community Trust’s School Development Programme visit 
www.blackpoolfccommunitytrust.co.uk or call 01253 348691

“I have learnt lots of different ideas and how they 
can build up from the support”  

Amanda Parton - Year 2

“I now feel I have learnt a variety of movements and 
skills that I would be happy to demonstrate” 

Amanda Parton – Year 2 

“Having these lessons and support has given 
me more confidence when teaching gymnastics  -

to teach correct and safe technique”
Alex Morris – Year 1

“I will be confident in delivering gymnastics in the future”
Joanne Forrester – Year 2

BFC Community Trust led 1 on 1 
support sessions with teachers 

Teachers apply CPD in PE 
lessons 

Higher standards of physical 
education in Blackpool schools
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“100% of teachers felt they 
had improved in all aspects 

of their outlook towards 
physical education and their 
understanding and ability to 
apply pedagogical tools to 
physical education lessons”

James Dunn 
Physical Education Officer 
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TEACHERS UNDERSTANDING AND CONFIDENCE IN 
CREATING A LESSON PLAN FOR PHYSICAL 

EDUCATION SESSIONS 
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“The support has been great in providing ideas, 
techniques and helping me with a new repertoire 

of games and skills such as rolls, balances and 
jumps to support me with my gymnastics delivery”  

Joanne Forrester - Year 2
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Welfare Staff CPD event 
Prior to the start of the Autumn 1 term, staff 

at Blackpool FC Community Trust ran a Welfare 
Staff CPD event session. The session aimed to 

educate staff on effective games and strategies 
that can engage pupils in physical activity 

during lunch time.

Impact
Eight members of the Welfare Staff have 

benefitted from lunch time activity support 
from BFCCT staff. The provision ranged from 

KS1 to KS2 support, with 100% of staff 
feeling their subject knowledge and 

confidence in delivery had improved. 

Statement 

“At training we learnt a range of games: foxes 
and hounds, robbers and police, dodgeball. We 

were able to implement these during lunch 
times to provide physical activity to the pupils. 
The KS2 children loved playing dodgeball and 

the KS1 pupils enjoyed foxes and hounds.”
Member of the Welfare staff


